Be ready to experience the latest cutting edge technologies, such as Adobe CC, Unity, HTML 5 and C based languages. At our Applicant Taster Day we expose you to industry standard tools and techniques. Our interactive course taster sessions will give you an insight into university life, lectures and practical lab sessions.”

Zayd Junglee
Lecturer

Your Future Plan could include a placement opportunity with companies such as IBM, Intel, HP and Microsoft. Business Information student, Carole Anne Freeman completed a placement at GlaxoSmithKline where she implemented a new global performance IT strategy.

#yourfutureplan    #uogapplicant
13.15 **Registration**  Sign in at the registration desk in Elwes Reception.

13.30 **Welcome**  to the School of Computing and Technology.

14.00 **FOR APPLICANTS**

**Business Information Technology/Information Technology/Information and Communications Technology (top-up/Level 6)**
Explore the latest tools that companies use to build web applications and see how quickly you can build a live system.

**Computing**
‘Robots Will Rule the World One Day’ - Write your own computer program to make a robot run through its paces. No previous programming experience required.

**Computer Games Design/Computer Games Programming**
Play the games our students have been creating. Test them to destruction, meet the designers and give them feedback.

**Forensic Computing**
Undertake your own forensic investigation using the forensic tool ‘Autopsy’.

**Multimedia Web Design/Games, Web and Apps Design**
Meet our current students and explore technologies including augmented reality, mobile apps and 3D.

**Product Design**
We will introduce you to some of the techniques required to be a good designer.

14.00 **FOR PARENTS AND GUESTS**

**Question and Answer session**
Our expert staff and current students will answer all your questions about student life including finance, accommodation, careers and student support.

From **Afternoon tea (applicants arrive for tea at 15.30)**

15.00 Opportunity to chat with staff and students. Take a campus and accommodation tour.